
LOS ANGELES
Solar Powered Headphones



Welcome to the dawn of a new era with Urbanista Los Angeles, the world’s 
first self-charging wireless headphones powered by Powerfoyle™ solar 

cell material.

Los Angeles converts all light, outdoor and indoor, into energy to deliver 
virtually infinite playtime. For the first time ever, you can experience un-
limited listening. Los Angeles never stops charging when exposed to light, 

providing you with a nonstop audio experience. 

LOS ANGELES
Solar Powered Headphones

INTRODUCTION



Exeger Powerfoyle is a groundbreaking light charging 
material that transforms natural and artificial light 
into free, endless energy for everyone. It works by 

harvesting light based on the natural principle of pho-
tosynthesis. The more you use it, the more you resto-

re the carbon balance of the planet.

POWERFOYLE™

SOLAR MATERIAL



Just an hour spent outside on a sunny day listening to music or podcasts 
with Los Angeles generates extra three hours of playtime.

Cloudy day? For every hour spent outside, you still get additional two 
hours of playtime or can keep listening to your favourite tunes with noise 

cancelling without losing any battery life.

The headphones even charge indoors - wearing them in a well-lit room or 
office will keep the headphones charging. When you’re not using Los An-
geles, simply leave them by a window for an hour to add another full hour 

of playtime. 

HOW MUCH PLAYTIME?

INFINITE PLAYTIME



For the first time ever, you can experience unlimited 
listening. Los Angeles constantly charges whenever 

exposed to light, either outdoors or indoors, providing 
you with virtually infinite playtime. The more direct 

the sunlight, the longer you’ll get to listen.

Infinite Playtime

FEATURES



Los Angeles is powered by Exeger Powerfoyle™ 
technology, which uses artificial photosynthesis to 

transform outdoor and indoor light into free,
sustainable energy. 

Infinite Sustainability

FEATURES



FEATURES

Block out the world and tune into the moment 
with hybrid Active Noise Cancellation. Just a
single press of a button instantly isolates and 

cancels out ambient noises so you can enjoy your 
audio without interruptions.

Infinite Immersion



FEATURES

Exemplifying the pared-back simplicity of
Scandinavian design, Los Angeles comes in two 

exclusive colourways finished with minimalist details.

Infinite Style



Los Angeles’ wireless design gives you both free-
dom and control thanks to the on-ear detection 

feature that pauses the audio when the headpho-
nes are removed and restarts it when they are put 

back in place. 

Infinite Freedom

FEATURES



FEATURES

Los Angeles is adjustable for an entirely custom fit. 
The smooth cushioned shells sit securely over the 
ear allowing you to comfortably enjoy unlimited 

listening.

Infinite Comfort



A  N E W  D A W N

LO S  A N G E L E S

CREATIVE CONCEPT



Lifestyle still 
imagery from 

the A New Dawn 
campaign film, 

including product-
focused photos 

with models.

Hero lifestyle 
film (30-45s) and 
shorter edits (15s, 

6-10s) starring two 
models interacting 
with the product.

High resolution 
product photography 
& videos using similar 
colors and details as 
the lifestyle imagery 

and videos.

Still images and 3D 
video renderings of 

the product in all 
colors and showing 

the key features.

Lifestyle Stills Lifestyle Videos Product Stills
and videos

3D Renders

CAMPAIGN ASSETS



Press releases for the 
product and launch 
campaign, targeting 

tech and lifestyle 
media separately. 

Paid editorials in key 
publications.

Online ads using 
lifestyle, 3D and 

product still photos 
and videos on 

Facebook, Instagram, 
Youtube and display 

networks.

Sponsored posts from 
relevant influencers 
with larger following 

and seeding to micro- 
influencers across key 
markets at large scale.

Print ads using 
lifestyle still imagery 
and high resolution 
product imagery in 

selected lifestyle and 
tech publications in 

key markets.

PR Online Ads Influencers Print Ads

MARKETING & PR ACTIVATIONS



GTM TIMELINE




